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Abstract

Path cost optimization is essential for maneuvering ve-
hicles in a cost effective way. The termcost can be inter-
preted as fuel consumption, path visibility, probability of
being detected, probability of being attacked or a combi-
nation of the above. Exact algorithms such as linear pro-
gramming and dynamic programming can always provide
globally optimum solution to such a problem. However,
as the size and dimension of the search space increases,
computational complexities of these algorithms rise dras-
tically. Meta-heuristic algorithms such as evolutionary al-
gorithms and genetic algorithms can provide optimum to
sub-optimum solutions to large scale path cost optimization
problems. Though meta-heuristic algorithms are capable to
solve large scale path cost optimization problems, precau-
tions are needed to avoid premature convergence to sub-
optimum solutions. In this paper, a genetic-based path cost
optimization algorithm is proposed. The generic crossover
operator in genetic algorithms is replaced by a supervised
crossover operator which is based on the operation of dy-
namic programming. Simulation results show that the pro-
posed crossover operator can greatly improve the conver-
gence rate and solution quality of genetic algorithms.

1. Introduction

Thanks to highly advanced autonomous technologies,
robots nowadays are sent instead of humans to hostile envi-
ronment to perform dangerous operations such as intruder
surveillance, hostage rescue and infrastructure repair. Path
cost optimization techniques are widely applied in maneu-
vering robots, such as autonomous underwater vehicles [1]
and unmanned aerial vehicles [2], across hostile environ-
ment. Path cost optimization is usually carried out off-line
with the aid of existing knowledge about the environment
[3].

A number of exact algorithms and meta-heuristic algo-
rithms have been developed to solve the path cost opti-
mization problem. Linear Programming (LP) and Dynamic
Programming (DP) are exact algorithms, which can always
provide globally optimum solution to an optimization prob-
lem. However, because of their computational complex-
ity, exact algorithms are not applicable in applications with

large search spaces. Meta-heuristic algorithms, such as
evolutionary algorithms (EA) and genetic algorithms (GA),
are global optimization methods which are able to provide
promising results even when the dimension of search space
is high. Due to their meta-heuristic properties, parameters
have to be carefully selected to avoid EA and GA from be-
ing trapped in local optimum points.

In this paper, a path cost optimization algorithm us-
ing a combination of genetic algorithm with dynamic pro-
gramming (GADP) is proposed. Taking the advantages of
both exact and meta-heuristic algorithms, the proposed al-
gorithm can provide solutions with higher fitnesses than
generic GA. The rest of the paper is organized as follow.
Section 2 defines the optimization problem being tackled.
Section 3 describes the proposed GADP path cost opti-
mization algorithm. Simulation results are shown and ex-
plained in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Problem Formulation

The path cost optimization problem is defined as finding
a path in a bounded terrain between an arbitrary starting
point ps and an arbitrary target pointpt, provided that the
total cost of such path is minimized and the path must not
hit any of the obstacle(s) in the terrain.

The path planning environment is divided intow × w

grids. A normal grid is connected to all its adjacent neigh-
boring grids. For a grid filled with obstacles, it is consid-
ered as disconnected from all its adjacent neighbors. Each
grid is assigned with a unique integer number as an iden-
tification. A path connectingps andpt can therefore be
represented by a chain of integers. The length of a path is
a variable between 2 and the maximum length,Nmax.

Different costs are assigned to grids to represent the dif-
ficulty that a robot or moving object would have to pass
through a particular grid. Cost of a grid with center posi-
tion (x, y) is expressed as

C(x, y) =
sin (xm1 + ym2)π + cos (xm3 + ym4)π + 2

4
(1)

wherem1, m2, m3 andm4 are arbitrary constants be-
tween 0 and 1. The constant, 2, in the numerator serves as
an offset to the cost function to ensureC(x, y) ≥ 0.
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3. Genetic Algorithm with Dynamic Programming

Similar to generic genetic algorithms [4], the initial pop-
ulation of the proposed algorithm is generated in a random
manner. The population generation repeats ford times for
a population ofd chromosomes, whered ∈ Z

+. In generic
GA, two chromosomes are selected randomly at a time to
perform crossover. When there are more than one possi-
ble crossover point, the crossover point will be randomly
selected. Although chromosomes with better fitnesses will
have a higher chance of being selected, offspring of next
generation may not necessarily have better fitnesses than
those in previous generations due to the randomized pro-
cess mentioned above.

One way to solve such problem is to break candidates in
the current population into segments and construct the best
offspring out of these solution segments. In this way , the
operation becomes a combinatorial optimization problem
which can be solved by dynamic programming [5].

In the proposed algorithm, the generic crossover oper-
ator will be replaced by a supervised crossover operator
which is based on the operation of forward dynamic pro-
gramming. Instead of selecting two chromosomes at a
time, the supervised crossover operator will put the whole
population under consideration. The operation of the su-
pervised crossover operator can be summarized as follows.

1. Search for all crossover pointscp among the chro-
mosomes. Note that some crossover points may not
be included in some chromosomes. Such crossover
points are defined as local crossover points. In con-
trast, crossover points that exist in all chromosomes
are defined as global crossover points.

2. Supposen crossover points exist in a population, i.e.
cp1, cp2, · · · cpn. From the existing chromosome seg-
ments, search for the best segmentP(cpi, cpj) be-
tween each pair of crossover pointscpi andcpj , where
i ≤ n, j ≤ n and i 6= j. Here, the termbest
segment refers to the segment with the lowest cost
Cmin(cpi, cpj). A segment will always exist in the
population for a pair of global crossover points. How-
ever, such segment may not exist when one of the two
crossover points is a local one. Under such circum-
stances, a segment between these two crossover points
will be generated in a random manner. All segments
are stored in a path matrix while their corresponding
costs are stored in a cost matrix.

3. From the existing chromosomes, search for the best
segment (lowest cost) among crossover pointscpi, the
starting locationps and the target locationpt. Here,
the starting and the target locations are treated as spe-
cial crossover points. To avoid loops in the crossover
outcomes, all paths going toward the starting location
ps will be regarded as invalid and have an infinite cost.
To keep all the offspring ended at the target location,

all paths going out from the target locationpt will
again be regarded as invalid and have an infinite cost.
To avoid loops in the offspring, exceptP(pt, pt) = 0,
all paths with zero displacementP(cpi, cpi) will have
an infinite cost. Segment linking the starting and the
target locationsP(ps, pt) is the best chromosome in
the current population. These segments and their cor-
responding costs are again stored in the path matrix
and cost matrix, respectively.

4. By taking steps 2 and 3, the following path matrix:










P(ps, ps) P(ps, cp1) · · · P(ps, pt)
P(cp1, ps) P(cp1, cp1) · · · P(cp1, pt)

...
...

. . .
...

P(pt, ps) P(pt, cp1) · · · P(pt, pt)











and the following cost matrix:










C(ps, ps) C(ps, cp1) · · · C(ps, pt)
C(cp1, ps) C(cp1, cp1) · · · C(cp1, pt)

...
...

. . .
...

C(pt, ps) C(pt, cp1) · · · C(pt, pt)











can be obtained. Each entry of the path matrix
stores the best segment between any 2 crossover
points. P(cpi, cpj) represents the best segment from
crossover pointcpi to crossover pointcpj. Each
entry of the cost matrix stores the cost of the best
segment between the corresponding crossover points.
C(cpi, cpj) represents the cost of the best segment
from crossover pointcpi to crossover pointcpj.

5. These two matrices are used in forward dynamic pro-
gramming to produce the optimum offspring. The op-
eration of the forward dynamic programming can be
best explained by the following example.

Example 1 Consider a population consists ofu chro-
mosomes. Suppose 2 crossover points (cp1 andcp2)
exist in the population and the population has the fol-
lowing cost matrix :









∞ 3 2 4
∞ ∞ 1 2
∞ 4 ∞ 1
∞ ∞ ∞ 0









Beginning from the starting locationps, one can ei-
ther choosecp1, cp2 or pt as the destination. There-
fore, a graph can be constructed as shown in step I in
Fig. 1. In step II, supposecp1 is the selected crossover
point in stages2. The crossover point in the previous
stage can either becp1, cp2 or pt. It can be shown that
having cp1 as the crossover point in stages2, route
ps → cp2 → cp1 is the one with the lowest cost. This
intermediate best route is saved for later use. Step III
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Figure 1: Operation of the dynamic programming in Example 1

and step IV execute the same procedures, withcp2 and
pt as the crossover point in stages2. The final step is
to direct all intermediate routes toward the target loca-
tion and the graph shows that routeps → cp2 → pt is
indeed the lowest cost route. To avoid loops in the off-
spring, except the target location, each crossover point
can only be visited once. This is done by replacing the
cost entries of the visited crossover points with infinite
values.

6. Once the optimum sequence of the crossover points is
obtained, it is being used in conjunction with the path
matrix to reconstruct the path. The path is then pass
through a loop cancellation procedure to remove any
unnecessary loops and turns.

The application of dynamic programming can guarantee
the fitness of the offspring is maximized comparing to its
parental population. According to the proposed algorithm,
only a single offspring will be produced in each generation,
implying that a population of sized will shrink from d to 1.
To maintain the size of population,d−1 new chromosomes
are generated at each generation to fill the vacancies. Such
a configuration will not only maintain the size of popula-
tion, but will also drastically increase the covering area of
the proposed algorithm to the problem space.

4. Simulations

In this section, the proposed algorithm will be compared
against a generic GA applied to a path planning problem.
Simulations are performed in Matlab. The terrain is a 2D

square of1000 × 1000 km2 with the bottom left corner
defined as the origin (0,0).

A terrain of resolution20 × 20 grids is used for simula-
tion. Different number of obstacles (0, 1 or 3) are added to
the terrain to test how the systems react to obstacles. Other
parameters used in simulations are shown in Table 1. Ori-
entations of the obstacles are shown in Fig. 2.

Simulation results presented in Fig. 3 are taken are aver-
ages of 10 individual simulations. In each simulation, the
fitness of the best solution is recorded at each generation.

According to the simulation results, generic GA can ob-
tain a better fitness than the proposed algorithm in the first
generations . Such phenomenon is due to the larger popula-
tion size in GA which increases the chance of having candi-
dates with better fitness at the initial phase. With the super-
vised crossover operator, the proposed algorithm can have

Table 1: Parameters used in simulations

Parameters GADP GA

Pop. size 5 20
No. of gen. 10 10
Selection Opr. N/A Roulette wheel
Crossover Opr. DP Random

Fill up the Replace the
Mutation Opr. pop. with 4 worst 4 with 4

new candidates new candidates
m1 0.123 0.123
m2 0.234 0.234
m3 0.456 0.456
m4 0.345 0.345
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Figure 2: Orientations of obstacle(s) (blocks in white).

a much higher convergence rate and obtain results with bet-
ter fitnesses in generations beyond 1.

When obstacles are introduced to the terrain, the perfor-
mance of generic GA degrades drastically. In contrast, per-
formance of the proposed algorithm is only mildly affected.
It is because when the number of obstacles increases, the
path length (in term of grids) also increases. A longer
path implies a longer chromosome. A population with long
chromosomes will have more crossover points than popu-
lation with short chromosomes statistically. This will re-
duce the probability for the generic crossover operator to
pick the optimum crossover point. Since the supervised
crossover operator in the proposed algorithm will always
provide an optimum offspring, length of chromosomes will
not affect the performance of the proposed algorithm.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a path cost optimization algorithm using
genetic algorithm (GA) with supervised crossover operator
is proposed. Comparing with generic GAs, the proposed
algorithm has a much higher convergence rate and provides
solutions with higher fitnesses. It has been shown that the
performance of the proposed algorithm is independent of
the length of the chromosomes, while a huge performance
degradation is observed in generic GA when the lengths of
chromosomes increase.
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Figure 3: Simulation results of generic GA and GADP.
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